
Supplementary File 4: Body position sensor cohort analyses and discussion 

 

Twenty-three participants (14 treatments, 9 shams) in the body position sensor (BPS) 

cohort had complete datasets for analysis (Table S4-1). There were no statistically 

significant differences in number of nights of use, number of days in trial, adherence, 

time used per night, or percentage of sleep time in each body position (left, right, 

supine) between groups. 

 
Table S4-1 | Secondary outcomes: adherence and body position in the BPS cohort 

 Treatment  
(n=14) 

Sham  
(n=9) 

Treatment - Sham 
Difference (95%CI)  p-value 

Number of nights of use 16 (9-37) 26 (16-31) -3† (-18 to 14) 0.71 
Number of days in trial 80 ± 12 76 ± 8 5‡ (-4 to 13) 0.27 
Adherence (%) 19 (13-40) 33 (19-45) -5† (-27 to 15) 0.60 
Time used per night (hours) 5.1 ± 0.8 5.2 ± 1.7 -0.1‡ (-1.5 to 1.3) 0.86 
Percentage of sleep time*:     
  Left (%) 27 (17-33) 31 (30-36) -7† (-19 to 2) 0.18 
  Right (%) 35 (28-39) 34 (28-37) 1† (-8 to 14) 0.66 
  Supine (%) 45 (33-49) 37 (32-43) 7† (-6 to 23) 0.27 

Normally distributed continuous variables are reported as mean±SD. Non-normally distributed 
continuous variables are presented as median (IQR). 
†Wilcoxon rank sum test  
‡Welch’s two sample t-test  
*During nights the participant used the assigned device (see row “Number of nights of use”). 
BPS = Body Position Sensor 
 

In the BPS cohort, when comparing the participants’ BPS data to their sleep diary data, 

comparisons demonstrated that participants over-reported their adherence by 13% (11 

days) (Table S4-2). 

 

Table S4-2 | Secondary outcomes: adherence in BPS cohort  
 Sleep Diary  

(n=20) 
BPS  

(n=20) 
Sleep Diary - BPS 
Difference (95%CI)  p-value 

Adherence (%) 42 ± 27 28 ± 20 13 (6 to 20) 0.0007 
Number of nights of use 33 ± 22 23 ± 17 11 (5 to 16) 0.0006 



Normally distributed continuous variables are reported as mean ±SD, and a paired t-test is used to 
test for difference. 
BPS = Body Position Sensor 
 
 

DISCUSSION 

In a non-interventional, one-night, in-home sleep study of 51 healthy pregnant women in 

their third trimester in the United States, O’Brien and Warland reported median supine 

sleep time to be 26.5%.(1) Similarly, in 30 healthy, third-trimester, Australian women, 

median supine sleep was 19%.(2) The authors recently completed a two-night, 

randomized, controlled, feasibility trial of the PrenaBelt in the home setting in 25 healthy 

Australian women in the third trimester; on the control night (no PrenaBelt), participants 

spent a mean of 10% time supine.(3) We also recently completed a two-night, double-

blind, randomized, sham-controlled, crossover pilot trial of the PrenaBelt in a sleep 

laboratory in 20 healthy, third-trimester Canadian women: on the sham-PrenaBelt night, 

median supine sleep was 16%.(4) In all the studies discussed above, participants were 

not asked to adopt or attempt to maintain any sleep position. In our previous Ghana 

study,(5) approximately 10% of pregnant women self-reported sleeping in the supine 

position, which is similar to the 12% self-reported by women in the current study. 

Although a significant proportion of participants in the PrenaBelt group indicated that the 

PrenaBelt helped them increase left-sided sleep and decrease supine sleep, and 

although participants in the PrenaBelt group were more likely (OR 4.9; 95%CI: 1.3 to 

28; p 0.01) to state that with use of the PrenaBelt over time they learned to avoid 

sleeping supine (see Supplementary File 5), participants in both groups of the BPS 

cohort (n=23) were classified as supine for a median 40% of sleep time. In the BPS 

cohort in the current study, sleep position was measured by the BPS whereas in the 



aforementioned studies sleep position was measured by direct observation (infrared 

video), which may account for the higher proportion of supine sleep seen in the current 

study. It should also be noted that all studies utilizing objective methods described 

above are from Western countries, and so we cannot discount that different cultures, 

environments, and sleep surfaces play a role in the higher proportion of supine sleep 

observed in the BPS cohort in the current study. However, and most importantly, the 

BPS datasets and analyses should be interpreted with extreme caution for two reasons: 

 

First, the BPS used in this study (MSR145S Data Logger, MSR Electronics 

GmbH, Henggart, Switzerland) has not been validated for use in the PrenaBelt to 

detect body position. In two previous PrenaBelt studies, a BPS was used in 

conjunction with infrared video recording. In Warland et al.’s study,(1) a different 

BPS was used (HOBO Pendant G Data Logger, UA-004-64, Onset Computer 

Corporation, Cape Cod, United States) and identified supine sleeping position 

with a sensitivity of 48% and specificity of 93%. In Kember et al.’s study,(2) they 

used the same BPS used in the current study; however, a sensitivity and 

specificity analysis was not possible, but when compared with body position as 

determined by direct observation by infrared video, the BPS was found to have a 

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rho) of 0.59 (fair), 0.97 (excellent), and 

0.91 (excellent) for supine, right-lateral, and left-lateral position, respectively 

(unpublished data).(2) 

 



Second, the participants in the BPS cohort (n=23) represent a small proportion of 

the total sample (n=181). Further, of this small proportion, only a small proportion 

of data were collected – per the sleep diaries, the participants in the BPS cohort 

were less adherent (median (IQR) of 33% (19-52)) to using the device than the 

participants who were not in the BPS cohort (median (IQR) of 61% (40-80)). 

 

Both previously mentioned PrenaBelt studies(3,4) found a statistically significant, but 

fragile, reduction in the percentage of supine sleep with the PrenaBelt: 8.1% with no 

PrenaBelt reduced to 2.2% with PrenaBelt,(3) and 18.5% with sham-PrenaBelt reduced 

to 11.7% with PrenaBelt.(4) However, in the BPS cohort in the current study, we were 

unable to demonstrate a statistically significant difference in body position. The 

previously mentioned studies only investigated participants over two nights, so the 

efficacy of the PrenaBelt demonstrated under ideal and controlled conditions in these 

studies may have been over-estimated and may not translate to sustained effectiveness 

in real-world conditions seen in the current study, but again, it is important to note that 

the BPS data and analyses should be interpreted with extreme caution for the reasons 

cited above. 
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